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ABSTRACT: 

 

 The objective of this project is to 

develop a clone detection tool which is useful 

in software industries to detect the duplicate 

codes where the duplicate codes cause many 

problems during the maintenance phase. Our 

proposed tool has the capability to detect both 

the simple as well as files clones in software 

and increase the reusability as well as 

efficiency of the project files. The tool should 

be platform independent one. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

                  A clone relation is defined as an 

equivalence relation (i.e., reflexive, transitive, 

and symmetric relation) on code portions. A 

clone relation holds between two code portions 

if (and only if) they are the same sequences. 

For a given clone relation, a pair of code 

portions is called clone pair if the clone relation 

holds between the portions. An equivalence 

class of clone relation is called clone class. 

That is, a clone class is a maximal set of code 

portions in which a clone relation holds 

between any pair of code portions. For 

example, suppose a file has the following 12 

tokens: a x y z b x y z c x y d: We get the 

following three clone classes: 

C1. a x y z b x y z c x y d. 

C2. a x y z b x y z c x y d. 

C3. a x y z b x y z c x y d. 

                  Note that subportions of code 

portions in each clone class also make clone 

classes (e.g., Each of C3 is a subportion of C1). 

In this paper, however, we are interested only 

in the maximal portions of clone classes so we 

only discuss the maximal portions (e.g., C1). 

The three code portions in C2 constitute a 

clone class since the third one is not a 

subsequence of any code portions of C1. In our 

approach, identifying the clone relation is made 

for the transformed token sequences in order to 

extract many clones whose token sequences are 

slightly modified.  

 

IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY: 

Architectural Design 

The overall architecture of our proposal has 

been given as follows: 

 

 

 

Fig 1.7: Architectural Design 
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This depicts the flow of the project 

from initial files to output clone pairs or clone 

lines. This design also indicate input and output 

of each phase of our tool. 

 

              Here, the design of the project 

is divided into input, process and the output. 

The process involves the following modules.  

   They are as follows: 

Module 1: Preprocessing 

           The input program files may 

contain valuable and unnecessary statements. 

For cloned detection process, these 

unnecessary statements must be removed first.  

So, we removed the unnecessary lines present 

in the given input files. This module greatly 

increase the efficiency of the tool. 

Examples: 

1. Comment line(//xxxx) 

2. Header files(import java.xx,…) 
3. Reading Statements(scanf(), 

System.out.println()…) 
4. Writing Statements(printf(),…) 

 

Module 2: Lexical analysis 

            In this module, we perform 

tokenization on the preprocessed file. Our tool 

can be able to split the statements into tokens. 

Tokenization done perfectly on the files 

follows proper indentation or improper 

indentation. The tokens are then stored into the 

temporary file. Here the characters like tab, 

next line and space are also removed. Number 

of tokens present in each line is calculated and 

stored. 

 

Module 3:Trasformation 

             Here in this module we perform 

the classification of tokens. Classify the tokens 

based on return type, keyword, expression, 

punctuation. 

Example:   

    int 

    float        ------    $t 

    double  

 

    public 

    private  ------   $a 

    protected 

 

 

 

Module 4: Match Detection  

                  Here the actual cloned tokens 

are calculated from the transformed tokens. 

 

 
 

 

                  In this module compared the 

transformed tokens in nth position with n-1 
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tokens of the same. If there is match we set the 

values as 1 else 0.The cloned token is the linear 

pattern of ones. 

 

 

 

Module 5: Formatting 

                

                The output of match detection 

is cloned tokens which is not understandable 

by the developer or coder so we format the 

cloned tokens into cloned lines/cloned pairs 

which is understandable by the user. 

 

RESULT 

 

The below figure shows the Front end 

of the MNP miner tool. Through this user 

can choose the input files. 

 

 
 

 

Fig. Front End of MNP Miner 

  The below figure shows the results after          

detection of clone for the given  files. 
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Fig. Intermediate files after processing The 

below figure shows the matched tokens and 

cloned tokens in graphical representation 

 

T

he below figure shows the Cloned files that are 

opened in a text editor for editing the code. 

 

 

 
 

 

              Fig. Cloned files in text editor 

The below figure shows the Validation 

checking of MNP Miner 

Display error message if the user doesn’t enters 
the threshold value.Display Error message if 

user chooses improper file type other than C, 

C++ and Java. 

 

InvalidFile typeDisplay Error message if 

character is entered as threshold value. 

CONCLUSION 

 

           Thus we proposed that by using 

our clone mining tool we can able to reduce the 

problems caused due to duplicate codes in the 

maintenance phase. At the same time we 

increase efficiency of the project by alerting 

the developer that these cloned code can be 

reused or generalized.  

           Indirectly our project can be 

used by lab technician or lab staff to monitor 

whether any students copied their lab exercise. 

Since the copied students change the variable 

name and include some printf and scanf 

statements our tool generalize the variable 

names and removed the printf and scanf 

statements. 
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                   Through our tool the 

reusability and efficiency of the project is very 

much since we alert the user about the 

duplicate code which reduce the space and time 

of the project as well as increase the problems 

when the reconstruction is made to the codes. 

APPLICATIONS 

 Detecting clones in software files. 

 Increase the reusability of software 

files. 
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